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I am pleased to mention that during the year 2019, all issues of volume 20 were
published well within the time. The journal established in 2000 has now published
20volumes; Fourissues in a year and successfully completed 20 years journey. The journal
Abstracted/Indexed inProQuest , Google Scholar , Directory of Open Access Journals and
also by different academic forums.
I am happy to introduce Journal of Economics and Economic Education Research,
in the area of latest trends and research outcomes in the field of economics and the economic
education with special emphasis on a critical analysis. Journal considers theoretical,
empirical, applied and qualitative research as analysis, critical reviews and case studies in
economics or economic education. The diversity of topics covered in all over world and it is
not region specific and welcomes research exploring the growing economic interdependence
between countries and regions.
The objective of JEEER is to publish up-to-date, high-quality and original research
papers alongside relevant and insightful reviews. Methodologically we encourage
quantitative, qualitative and mixed-methods studies with original empirical research and clear
policy implications. As such, the journal aspires to be exciting, engaging and accessible, and
at the same time integrative and challenging. All papers will be subject to the journal’s
double-blind review process.
As the global economy struggles under the firm grip of thisCOVID-19 pandemic, the
burden of the slowdown has fallen unevenly among the various sectors. As is usually
happens, the bottom of the pyramid is bearing the brunt of the negative consequences. As
companies removing employees, cut down salaries and no increments and no bonus many are
forced to joining the informal sectors and the gig economy and demand also collapse except
IT industry.COVID-19 pandemic, India and China war and The U.S. presidential election,
continued recovery in the world, and the truly remarkable, explosive growth of the digital
economy will all impact business this year. Our challenge is to effectively engage these
dynamics. Gold prices also increased and fuel prices decreased last few days. Researchers in
multi discipline will analzeexamines nature and impacts, of above issues.
The JEEER remains dedicated to focusing on how current events and changes in
research and economic, business knowledge shape the business world and affect
practitioners.
Any papers that you wish to submit, either individually or jointly are much appreciated
and will make a substantial contribution to the early development and success of the journal.
I would also like to express my gratitude to all the authors, reviewers, the publisher, the
advisory and the editorial board of JEEER, and staff for their support in bringing out yet
another volume of JEEER and look forward to theirunrelenting support to bring out the
Volume 21 of JEEER in scheduled time.Best wishes and thank you in advance for your
contribution to the Journal of Economics and Economic Education Research.
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